


how Paul developed argyria.

It is obvious from the interviews that Paul has an upbeat, positive

attitude and a gentle demeanor. He does not view himself as a victim.

Our telephone interview confirmed that impression.

Use of Colloidal Silver

Paul started making and drinking Colloidal Silver about 13 years ago, in

1994 or 1995—he wasn’t sure exactly when. At that time, a friend of his

had severe petroleum poisoning. His friend was a machinist and Paul

was helping him in his shop. In addition, Paul was the care-giver for his

ailing parents.

Paul was looking for ways to help his friend when an ad in Atlantis

Rising for a unit to make Colloidal Silver caught his eye. He had heard

that Colloidal Silver could be helpful for petroleum poisoning so he

ordered a unit.

He started making Colloidal Silver for his friend and himself. He used

distilled water and added sea salt to increase the conductivity of the

water. The silver solution had a cloudy appearance as silver chloride is

produced when salt is added. He estimated he was making Colloidal

Silver in the range of 10 PPM.

Paul brewed two batches a day. In the morning, he and his friend each

drank about a 10-ounce (325 ml) tumbler full and they repeated the

process in the evening. Paul estimates that he continued to drink two

tumblers a day (about 20 ounces or 750 ml) for three years or more.

Later Paul bought a unit from a second manufacturer to make his silver

solution. He switched to adding baking soda to the distilled water to

increase conductivity. This produces a solution with a golden color.

Paul has never used a SOTA unit or any other constant current unit.

During one of his television interviews, a SOTA unit was on display.

That unit belongs to his fiancée. When he first met Jackie Northup, who

is now his fiancée, he recommended she buy a SOTA unit so she could

make her own Colloidal Silver as well.

Now that he and Jackie live together, he continues to use his own silver

maker and does not use the SOTA constant current unit. (Note:

Constant current produces a smaller particle size—mostly Ionic Silver,

however, the risk of argyria may still exist. It is not necessary to add

anything to distilled water to produce Ionic~Colloidal Silver. )

Turning Blue

About nine years ago—four years after Paul starting to drink Colloidal

Silver—the health of Paul’s father declined rapidly and he passed on.

The stress of his father’s decline and passing, as well as his mother’s

precarious health and passing shortly after, brought out severe

dermatitis on Paul’s face—cracking and peeling of the skin. Paul has

suffered with dermatitis since infancy.

Paul had noticed how Colloidal Silver helped to quickly heal cat



scratches on his skin, so he started dabbing some on his face twice or

more daily. It didn’t clear his dermatitis but the severity of the condition

was reduced—his skin didn’t crack and peel so much. At this point, Paul

thinks he was still drinking Colloidal Silver daily but doesn’t recall how

much.

Paul says he has always been rather reclusive so he wasn’t out in the

public eye much. After he’d been applying Colloidal Silver topically for

about three months, a friend he hadn’t seen for several months, visited.

His friend commented on the color of Paul’s face and asked if he was ill.

With repeated exposure to light, the silver had darkened his skin. The

darkening had been so gradual that even Paul’s wife at the time hadn’t

noticed. Paul immediately stopped applying Colloidal Silver topically. He

also reduced how much he drank. Today, Paul makes a quart (one liter)

about twice monthly, some of which is added to the water for their pets.

Medical Test

Paul recalls the date of January 13, 1999 clearly as he had triple-bypass

surgery on that day. His cholesterol level had been high for several

years before the surgery. Paul attributes his clogged arteries at the time

to his sedentary lifestyle. As his parents’ caregiver, he sat at home alert

to any crisis as well as keeping them company through much of the

day.

At the time of the surgery, the doctor noticed Paul’s blue face and

ordered a heavy metal blood screen. Paul said the report indicated he

was clear of any heavy metals. His silver level was reported to be

slightly higher than normal but was considered well within safe limits.

Since that time, the blue has gradually spread. Today, most of Paul’s

body is blue—tinges are even starting to show in his feet. It is about 13

years since Paul started drinking Colloidal Silver. His blue color has been

gradually spreading over his body for the past nine years.

The Benefits

Paul has continued to drink Colloidal Silver on an occasional basis

because of the benefits he has experienced.
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Possibly Reversing Argyria

SOTA made a proposal to Paul to see if his blue coloring can be reduced

or possibly eliminated. As an experimental program for at least one

month, SOTA has offered to supply Paul with six supplements along with

a portable far infrared sauna. One of the supplements is selenium, as it

is known that silver competes with selenium in the body. It is possible

that silver can induce a selenium deficiency over time. This is the theory

presented as the cause of argyria by Mark Metcalf.

The proposed supplement program is partially based on

recommendations outlined in Mark Metcalf’s book, Colloidal Silver:
Making the Safest and Most Powerful Medicine on Earth for the Price of
Water. The other supplements are: Vitamin E, Vitamin C, MSM, a multi-
mineral as well as electrolytes before and after each sauna session. The

proposal includes an agreement for Paul to refrain from drinking

Colloidal Silver during this experimental program, to drink plenty of

purified water and to take pictures to document any elimination of silver

from his skin.

Paul admits, however, that he is not unhappy with his argyria or blue

color. With a touch of humor, he says he rather appreciates that he no

longer gets sun burnt. Being of very fair skin with red hair (before the

gray), he has always suffered from severe sunburns. Since turning blue,

he doesn’t sun burn anymore.

During our telephone conversation, Paul expressed an interest in the

program. At this point, however, Paul has not responded since we

outlined the details of our proposal. We know media attention continues

to keep him busy.

Our thanks to a gentle, giant of a man who is facing the media with

such grace.

Link to Paul’s appearance on the ABC network:

http://abclocal.go.com

Or on CNN:

http://www.cnn.com

Link to Paul’s appearance on the NBC Today show:

http://today.msnbc.msn.com
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